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Offering kids ‘a path to a better future’
Boys & Girls Club launches capital campaign for expansion
by alana melanson
amelanson@lowellsun.com
LOwELL » JuanCarlos

Rivera was a member of the
Boys & Girls Club of Greater Lowell when he was

growing up in the city, and
it had a big impact on his
life.
“It was a home for me as
a kid, and it’s good to see
that so many of our kids
still see it as a home,” said

Rivera, who is now the
club’s director of operations.
When Rivera began
coming to the club, its focus was more on recreation. Now, it has expand-

ed into an “encompassing
program that caters to all
the needs of the young people,” Rivera said.
As the club looks to further expand and support
that mission, it is under-

taking what those involved
agree is an ambitious $18
million capital campaign
aimed at renovating and
expanding its existing
building on Middlesex
Street.

VIrtra EquIpmEnt

Executive Director Joe
Hungler said that as those
at the organization went
through the process of
planning the renovations,
they realized that the goal
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Bills push
insurance
coverage
for medical
marijuana
Doc: ‘There’s
no reason for
this not to be’
by amy sokolow
Boston Herald

Julia Malakie / lowell Sun

lowell Police officers demonstrate the VirTra virtual reality training program for police to practice responding to crisis situations. Responding
officers alex Ramos, left, and David Poitras talk to the woman on screen as she hands them her identification, in a simulation of a call to an
office where a distraught employee was holding a scissors.

lowell Police
tRain with VR

Learn de-escalation techniques from new tech
them in the field.
Deputy
Superintendent
Mark LeBlanc said the program
LOwELL » New virtual reality allows officers to prepare for
technology is in use at the Low- the types of scenarios they may
November
10, 2021 6:46
am (GMT
-5:00) during their shifts.
encounter
ell Police
Department,
giving
The scenarios include people
officers a more realistic trainby Jacob Vitali
jvitali@lowellsun.com

ing to active shooter situations
and dealing with people in crisis — especially ones related to
mental health. The emphasis is
on de-escalating the situations
when they happen.
“This is a way to teach real

they’re learning in the academy
and learning in their training,”
LeBlanc said.
Police Superintendent Kelly
Richardson said the department is able to program the
machine to replicate places
»

Medical marijuana, used to
treat everything from chronic
pain to Parkinson’s Disease to
PTSD, is still not covered by
medical insurance, a cost some
say is prohibitively expensive to
those who rely on the drug.
“Cannabis is medicine, it’s indisputable,” Dr. Ryan Zacklin,
who works in the MassGeneral
Brigham network, said at a Beacon Hill hearing. “Medication,
it’s all covered by insurance.
There’s no reason for this not to
be.”
A bill filed by state Rep. David
LeBoeuf, D-Worcester, in the
House and Sens. Julian Cyr, DTruro and Jason Lewis, D-Winchester, would legalize health insurance coverage for medical
marijuana products and related
clinical visits.
Zacklin said in the Joint Committee on Financial Services
hearing that patients, who pay
an annual fee for the medication,
don’t come to him for marijuana.
Instead, “they come to me for
pain, they come to me for anxiety, they come to me for insomnia, and this is a part of what I
TECNAVIA
do,” hePowered
said. Heby
added
that cost is
among the biggest barriers to
»

ing officers to train while they said of his officers who have used ogy for Ramos is “seeing other
“I know it sounds expensive to pursue it.
Richardson said it is part of a are in the work mindset.
but obviously if we save one perthe technology.
human beings interacting,” he
“You have a guy that’s working
son’s Lowell
life with
this
particular broader effort of de-escalation
A Sun reporter and a civilian said.
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isn’t the building itself, but
to end generational poverty. That led to the capital
campaign’s theme, “Believe
& Become.”
“The goal is not just that
the kids have a safe place
to play, but that they have a
path to someplace where
they can find a career,
whether that’s college, or a
blue-collar career, or coding, whatever it might be,”
he said. “And so that really
focused our efforts … to do
what we need to do to
make sure every kid who
walks through our doors
has a path to a better future.”
After several months of
private fundraising, the
campaign was brought
public last week, with a
kickoff event held Nov. 3.
A number of people have
already contributed to the
campaign, including three
local philanthropists with
longstanding ties to the
club, who have provided $1
million each, Hungler said.
He said the donors asked
to not be named, because
they’re in it to better the
lives of the kids, not the
recognition.
As of Tuesday, the campaign had collected just
over $8 million toward its
goal. Hungler said the organization also expects to
receive about $2 million
from the federal New Markets Tax Credit program,
which aims to spur investment
and
economic
growth in low-income
communities.
“This is a very ambitious
goal for an organization of
our size, and indeed for the
city of Lowell,” said John
Carson, of Chelmsford,
who is co-chairing the
campaign along with Dr.
Mark Gilchrist, a Chelmsford pediatrician.
It may be ambitious, but
it is worthwhile and necessary for the future of the
Greater Lowell area, Carson said. He pointed to the
Lowell Judicial Center
down the street, noting the
club is looking to raise less
than a tenth of what it cost
the taxpayers to build the
new courthouse. Carson
said the club can have an
even bigger impact on the
youth of the area, by showing them a path out of poverty.
“Obviously, the whole
purpose of the court system is to bring kids and
adults to justice, and we
think that our kids and
teens deserve a better future than one behind bars,”

PhOTOS COUrTESy Of ThE bOyS & GirLS CLUb Of GrEATEr LOWELL

An artist rendering shows of how the lower level of the boys & Girls Club of Greater Lowell will appear following a renovation and expansion. The lower level will have a brightened interior and expanded cafe and community center in the space
once occupied by the pool. The club recently began the public portion of its $18 million capital campaign to fund the project. below, a rendering shows the exterior.

Carson said.
Hungler said he expects
construction to start in
early 2022, and that it will
be fully complete in midto late-2023. He said the
club plans to stay open
during construction, using
alternate parts of the
building as the project progresses.
Patrick Tighe, a renowned architect based in
Los Angeles and a former
club member, is donating
his services and has been
incorporating the voices
and needs of the kids, families and staff throughout
the design process, Hungler said.
Rivera said the young
people have been excited
about being involved in the
process, from the colors to
the program spaces they
want, and it gives them a
sense of ownership and
pride.
The project aims to renovate and expand the facility from 40,000 square feet
of usable program space to
53,000 square feet, with
the goal of doubling the
number of young people
ages 8 to 18 served each
weekday from 300 to 600.
That will also require doubling the amount of staff,
creating both full- and
part-time job opportunities, and bringing the organization’s annual budget
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from $2.2 million to $4
million.
Hungler said the existing
building,
which
opened in 1974, has “given
as much as it has to give.”
Some of the upgrades are
necessary, such as HVAC,
plumbing and accessibility
improvements, he said.
“Overall, it will be a
building that is much more
functional and efficient,
but most importantly, a
place to give kids hope and
opportunity,” Hungler said.
All spaces will be updated and expanded, providing dedicated places for
many programs that are
now in makeshift settings,
such as robotics and dance.
Arts programming will be
significantly expanded,
with the addition of a black
box theater, larger recording studio and makerspace.
Rivera said these amenities will provide club members with new opportunities to explore and express
themselves,
potentially
opening them up to career
paths they may not have
considered.
There will be more quiet
areas for tutoring, homework help and meditation,
as well as more career and
college-focused programming and expanded mental health services.
Each day, the club cur-

rently serves an average of
225 meals to members,
who must eat in shifts because the cafeteria can
only hold about 90 people,
Hungler said. The renovation will expand the kitchen and dining facilities to

prepare and serve 500
meals at once, in a space
that can also be used as a
community center, Hungler and Rivera said. The
expanded kitchen also provides the opportunity to
teach the kids skills like
how to cook and bake, Rivera said.
A new Teen Center, separate from the rest of the
building, will have its own
entrance and offer expanded programming for teens
in an inviting space, Hungler said.
Club alum Valentine

Kong is looking forward to
what the expansion will
mean for the youth of the
city. He said the club being
able to take in more kids
and keep them out of trouble “is just a beautiful
thing.”
Kong, 24, began going to
the club when he was 8
years old. As an adult, he
comes back every year to
coach in the Peace League
summer basketball program.
Through the club, Kong
said he found a second
home and his closest
friends, learned about
leadership and confidence
and had a number of experiences he’ll never forget.
He also met his mentor,
Joey Banh, who taught him
about entrepreneurship
and helped him establish
his promotion and event
planning business, Take
One Entertainment.
Kong urged everyone to
donate to the campaign.
“The club is almost halfway to their goal. To see
them accomplish that goal
would be amazing,” he
said. “They have given
back so much to the community.”
For more information
about the renovation and
expansion, and to learn
how to contribute to the
campaign, visit https://believe.lbgc.org/. To arrange
a meeting with Hungler to
discuss the project, contact
Director of Development
Angel
Brunelle
at
abrunelle@lbgc.org
or
978-458-4526.
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